EAST SQUAD

LE: Whelan 82, Jones 87
LT: Sutton 76, Davidson 75
LG: Baxley 50, Roman 55
C: Ressler 53
RC: Carroll 50, Conne 55
RT: Garcia 70, Frick 71
RE: Clegg 64, Wells 81
LB: Staubach 12, Mazurek 16
LB: Gordon 29, Bobich 27
FB: Nowatzke 35, Bitko 20

WEST SQUAD

LE: Hill 82, Sullivan 91
LT: Dean 77, Minze 75
LG: German 69, Fisk 61
C: Hensley 51, Walker 57
RG: Chappell 66, Redman 67
RT: Zecher 79, Nichols 81
RE: Schaub 14, Vouga 10
LB: Machine 22, Sayers 46
LB: Ennis 36, Hammer 40
FB: Helms 33, Loy 38

No. Name Pos. Age Ht. Wt. Name Town School
12 Staubach, Roger B 22 6.2 192 Cincinnati, Ohio Navy
16 Mazurek, Fred B 21 5.10 190 Republic, Pennsylvania Pittsburgh
20 Bitko, Mickey B 21 5.11 191 Van Vorhis, Pennsylvania Dayton
21 Nelson, Al B 21 5.11 180 Cincinnati, Ohio University of Cincinnati
23 Chanko, Nick B 21 6.2 200 Parma, Ohio Ohio State
26 Donnelly, George B 22 6.2 190 DeKalb, Illinois Illinois
27 Bobich, Lou B 22 6.0 184 Woodville, Pennsylvania Michigan State
35 Nowatzke, Tom B 22 6.3 220 Michigan City, Indiana Indiana
39 Gordon, Frank B 21 5.10 180 Cincinnati, Ohio Michigan State
50 Butkus, Dick C 22 6.3 240 Chicago, Illinois Illinois
53 Ressler, Glenn G 21 6.2 230 Dornsife, Pennsylvania Penn State
55 Carson, Joe C 22 6.2 232 Kasha, Wisconsin Northwestern
60 Carroll, James G 21 6.1 225 Atlanta, Georgia Notre Dame
64 Hohman, John G 21 6.0 226 Appleton, Wisconsin Wisconsin
65 DeLong, Steve G 21 6.4 235 Norfolk, Virginia Tennessee
70 Garcia, James T 21 6.4 225 Chicago, Illinois Purdue
71 Frick, John T 21 6.3 215 Wyoming, Ohio Ohio University
75 Davidison, Jim T 21 6.4 212 Allentown, Ohio Ohio State
77 Sutton, Archie T 22 6.2 240 New Orleans, Louisiana Illinois
81 Wells, Harold E 26 6.2 217 St. Louis, Missouri Purdue
82 Whelan, Jim E 21 6.2 210 Cambridge, Massachusetts Boston College
84 Spahr, William E 20 6.0 190 Columbus, Ohio Ohio State
87 Jones, Jim E 23 6.2 190 Washington, D. C. Wisconsin
88 Clegg, Mike E 21 6.1 218 Moundsville, West Virginia West Virginia

OFFICIALS
REFEREE: Jack L. Spence
FIELD JUDGE: George P. Wilson
BACK JUDGE: Ronald E. Hansen
ASSISTANT LINESMAN: Bennie Com, Mild Vucinich, Vic Bottari

THE SCORE
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Final
EAST 19 WEST 21
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